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1982 Who 1 esa 1 e Rate Pro posa 1 

Introduction 

lhe klministrator•s Record of ~cision traces the decisionmaki ng process that 
the Administrator of the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) eraployed in 
overseeing development of BPA 1 s proposed 1982 Wlolesale k>wer Rate Schedules. 
BPA finds it necessary to increase its wholesale rates in oraer to r.~eet its 
financial obligations. BPA is submitting the proposed rates to the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) for final confinnation and approval ana is 
asking FERC to approve the rates on an interim basis so they r.1ay becooe 
effective October 1, 1982. 

The final rate proposal is b.ased on a nur.1ber of studies prepared by BPA and . 
described in this docuriient. C.Or.lilents and testir.10ny received throughout the 
ratemaking process influenced development of these studies as well as the 
final rate proposa 1. lhe attached flow diagram schematically presents the 
function of the inputs to the rate development process. 

BPA published in the Feaeral Regi.ster a 11 t-i>tice of Intent to ~velop levi sed 
Wholesale Power Rates .. (46 FR 50838) on October 12, 1981, and a ~~~tice of 
Proposed ~olesale Power Rate kljustr.Jent" (47 FR 13710) on March 31, 1982. 
The hearings required by the Regional k.t began April 12, 1962, ana closed 
~ly 2, l9b2:. [).Iring the hearings the Inter-Cor.Jpany Pool, F\Jblic ftlwer 
Council, and direct-service industries submitted a joint customer proposal 
(JCP) that addressed load forecast, resoun:e acquisition, repayment, and 
revenue requirement issues. 

In addition to the fonnal hearing process, BPA sought to pro vi de for 
substantial public participation in revising the rates. Eight field hearings 
were held in April 1~82 to allow the public to comment on the initial 
proposal, ana seven field hearings were scheduled in J.lne 1982 to solicit 
public c01-:vnent on the hearings record. BPA also received telephone calls and 
letters comenti ng on the rate proposa 1. lhe extensive record developea 
fonned the basis from which the staff prepared the Staff Evaluation of 
Official JEcord, published on July 9, 1.982. 

The i ni ti al Repayment Study pre pared by BPA indicated ttl at bPA needed revenues 
of $2.4 billion in FY 1983 to meet its financial obligations. Following the · 
close of the hearings, BPA completed a final Repayment ~tudy that identified 
the need for revenues of $2.2 billion in FY 1983. lhi sis ani ncrease of 
$814.5 million over the $1.4 billion that would be collectea in FY 1983 under 
existing rates. · lhe average rate increase, based on FY 1981 loads, to various 
classes of customers that now purt:hase power from BPA is shown below. Because 
the surplus finn and surplus energy rates are new, an average rate is shown 
for these 1 oads rather than a percentage increase. 
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0Jstor.1er Average Percentage Increase 

Pri o ri ty Fi n-.1 

Municipalities bu 
R.lblic Utility Oistricts (with 

Low Density Discount) 60 
Cooperatives (with Low I:ensity Oiscount) 55 
Federal Agencies 60 
Private Utility ~s i denti a 1 and 

Sma 11 Fa nn Exchange Load b 0 

Industria 1 Firm 

Finn Gapaci ty 

Annual 
. Seasuna 1 

New Resources 

t-i>nf inn 

Surplus Fi rT;l R:>wer 

Surplus Firm Energy 

bO 

44 
13 

(b) 

19 

Average Rate (Mills/kWh) 

32.2 

£8.4 

Lega 1 ~qui rements 

The following is a s uririlary of the s ta tutory requ i rer.1ents governing BPA's 

rates, revenue requirements, and r ate developr.Jent process. 

C?enera 1 Riste Q.li de 1 i ne s 

The Federal Co l umbia River Tra nsmi s s ion System Act (Transmiss ion Systelil Ac t ) , 

the Pacific Northwest Electric R:>wer Planning and C..On serva t ion let (r~gional 

Act), the Bonne ville Project Ac t , and the Pacific Northwest Regio nal 

Freference let all provide general rate guidelines. Section S of the 
Transmission System Act provides that BPJI. rate schedules will be fixed witl1 a 

view to encouraging the widest possible diversified use of electric power at 

the 1 O\'/est possible rates consistent \'li.th sound business pri nci pl es. 

Section 6 of the Bonneville Project let provides that rate schedules should be 

designed to extend benefits of the integrated transmission system and 

encourage the widest possible diversified use of electric energy. Finally, 

Section i of the Regional J.ct states that rates will be established and 

revised to recover, consistent with sound business principles, the cos ts 

associated with acquisition, conservation, and transr.1ission of electric 

power. These costs include aro1ortization of the Federal investr.Jent in the 

Federal Columbia River Po\ter System (including irrigation costs to be paid out 
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of power revenues) over a reasonable period of years and other costs incurred 

by the ldministrator as a result of the Regional let and other laws. 

Other statutory provisions address BPA's repayment criteria, the equitable 

recovery of the costs of the transmission system, and equitable sharing of 

benefits within and outside the region. 

fegi on a 1 let Rate FOo 1 s 

Section 7 of the Regional flct establishes three rate pools. Section 7(b) 

provides that rates for public body, cooperative, and Federal agency customers 

within the region and for 1 oads served under the residential exchange . 

(Section 5(c)) will recover the cost of the portion of Federal base system 

( FBS) resout'l:es needed to serve these 1 oads. When these 1 oads .exceed the FBS 

resout'l:es, these rates are to be designed to recover the cost of additional 
power needed to serve the 1 oads, first from power acquired by the 

ldministrator through the exchange (Section 5(c)) and then from other 
resources. 

Rates for BPA's direct-service industrial customers (DSI) are governed by 

Section 7(c) of the Regional let. Section 7(c) states that DSI rates prior to 

July 1, 1985, are to recover the cost of resources the Administrator 

detenilines are required to serve these custor.Jers' loads. hiditionally, the 

net costs incurred by the Administrator under Section 5(c) are to be recovered 

from the DSI 's to the extent these costs are not recovered through rates 

applicable to other customers. The DSI 's rates are to be adjusted to take 

into account the value of power systeM reserves made available to the 

Administrator. 

Section 7(f) provides that rates for all other firr.1 power sales in the Pacific 

tbrthwest will be based on the cost of portions of the FBS resources, 
pun:hases of power under ~ction 5(c), and additional resout'l:es the 
ldrilinistrator deterr11ines are applicable to these sales. 

Confinnation and Approval 

Section 7(a) (2) of the Regional Act provides that BPA rates \-Jill becor.1e 

effective upon confinnation and approval by FERC. Section 7(i)(6) provides 

that FERC has authority to approve the final rates submitted by .the 

Mministrator on an interim basis pending FERC's final decision. 

Preliminary Issues- Loads and Resources 

Before BPA can detenni ne its costs and therefore the 1 evel of revenues needed, 

it must deten11ine \'lhat the load will be and what resources are available to · 

lileet that 1 oad. 

Load Issues 

The initial step in BPA's rate development process is to forecast the 1 oads to 

be placed on BPA by its custor.1er groups • . Because of the complex nature of 

forecasting and the importance of 1 oads to the detemi nation of costs and 
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ultimately rates, bPA•s load forecasts were carefully scrutinized during the 

rate hearings. 

BPA•s load forecasts for both peak and ene.rgy consist of the following 
individual forecasts: (1) BPA utility-type loads (forecast of nongenerating 
and small generating public agency loads as \;ell as contracted Federal agency 

loads and l.ilited States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) .. reserved energy•• 
requirements); (2) direct-service industrial loads; (3) investor-owned utility 

(IOU) net requirements; (4) generating public agency finn transfers; and 
( 5) re si denti a 1 exchange 1 oads. 

BPA traditionally has forecasted BPA utility-type loads by using a 

sum-of-the-parts methodology consisting of a sum of the monthly estimates for 
nongenerati ng and small utility forecasted 1 oads, BPA contracted Federa 1 

loads, and U!>EsR 11reserved energy .. requirements. Because recent cor.1parisions 
of actual to forecasted 1 oads have found that the sur.J-of-the-parts r.1ethodology 

has not produce a reliable load proJections, BPA er.1ployed a tirue series 
analysis (ARIMA) for the 1982 rate filing in an effort to improve the forecast 
of BPA utility-type loads. 

Parties criticized l:iPA for not using more recent data in its initial forecast 

of BPA utility-type loads. lhe forecast was revised for the final proposal to 

reflect r.10re recent economic data than either the initial forecast or any 
forecast suggested by the parties. 

The uCP expressed concern that bPA•s forecast of BPA utility-type loads aid 

not explicitly account for price and economic effects and urged that BPA use 
the vCP forecast. The Aaministator questioned the adequacy of such a forecast 
and the feasibility of preparing it. BPA did develop a simplified econoraetric 

equation similar in structure to that proposed by the JCP to verify the final 
AR I MA forecast • 

BPA•s initial DSI forecast \1as based on operating demands specified by the 

osr•s in September 1981. tbwever, in light of current economic conditions ana 
reduced loads anticipated by some of the Dsr•s, the Administrator decided that 

· the tota 1 DS I 1 oa d projections should be reduced i n the fi na 1 proposa 1. 

BPA 1 s initial forecast of lOU net requirements was based on data provided by 

the wu•s. SUbsequently, the mu•s told BPA not to assurae that any IOU net 
requirements would be placed on BPA during the test year because of 
uncertainties associated with the IOU contracts and the structure of the bPA•s 

NR-2 rate. Therefore, the Administrator a ssur.1ed that no IOU net re qufrerilents 
will be placed on BPA during the rate period. 

The initial forecast of generating public agency fina transfers was based on 

infon.1ation fror.~ the Northwest FOwer f\Jol (NWPP) ana the fiicific Northwest 
Utilities Conference Committee (PNUCC). This forecast was updated for the 

fina 1 proposal to reflect recent i nfomation received from the NWPP and PNUCC. 

BPA lowered its initial projection of IOU exchange loads for the final 

proposal to reflect r.wre recent infonnation about the anticipated loads. 
Although the initial proposal assumed a public agency exchange load, the 
hiministrator decided the load should not be included in the fiual proposal. 
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lhis decision was based on the belief that BPA will offer public agencies 
Transmission Service Agreements in FY 1983 which will provide those public 
agencies having transr.1ission facilities with the net benefit they would have 
received if they had participated in the exchange. 

~source lssues 

After the load forecast is developed, the resources necessary to fileet that 
load are identified. These resources include Federal hYdroelectric resources, 
firn purchases, and other available resources. · For the initial proposal, BPA 
ran a series of hYdroelectric power planning studies or "hYdro regulations .. to 
provide estimates of Federal finn and nonfinn power. 

For the fi na 1 rate proposa 1, nur.1erou s changes were r.1ade in the studies. These 
included: 

(l) the hydro regulations were run with reservoirs starting full in each 
of the 4o strear.1flow conditions as opposed to the 40 different reservoir 
refill conditions simulated in the initial study; 

(2) the studies were run with the latest estir1tates of loads and resources 
submitted for the Pacific Northwest Coordination Agreefilent l~b2-h3 t1odi fied 
regulation, an area slightly different fror.J the PNOCC West f:roup used in the 
initial study; 

(3) the length of the critical period is now 20 months as opposed to the 
42 month criti ca 1 period used in the i ni ti a 1 study; 

(4) the amount of top quartile DSI load served fror.1 shifted Fin-.1 Energy 
Load <Brryi ng Capability (FELCC) was reduced; and 

(5) contracts for the purchase of 12 percent of Centralia ana 
Weyerhaeuser/L..o ngvi e\'l Fibre are assumed to extend only through ~ne 30, l~b3, 

in contrast to the initial proposal in which BPA included the output fror.i 
these plants as a resource over the 42 month critical period (this new 
methodology is consistent with the JtP recolllllendati on that because these 
resources are not needed for the entire critical periCJd they should be . 
excluded from the analysis beyond the contract date). 

FollO\·Ji ng cor.1pletion of the hYdro regulations, the Pacific ~rthwest 
CCJordinated System Federal systera analysis was prepared to deten.Jine Feaeral 
nonfirn energy availability. The analysis developed for the final proposal 
assur.-~es displacement of Federal purchased power before any service to the top 
quartile load. lhis assur.1ption was r.1ade solely for ratemaking pur,Joses and 
should not be inter,Jreted as r.1eaning that a aecision lias been filade CJn the 
displacement policy which is being detemined through a ruleraaking process 
presently underway. 

For the period for which the load/resource studies were developed, bPA has 
approxir.Jately 650 average r.1egawatts of excess firra resources. lhe JCP 
recoli1fllended a reduction in costs of acquisitions and conservation to reflect 
this surplus. lhe ktr.Jinistrator agreed that the level of planned resource 
acquisitions should be reduced to a r.10re modest level than that assumed in the 
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initial proposal. BPA developed a near-ten.J resource policy that addresses 
acquisition of resources and conservation during a surplus period. lhe focus 
of the policy is on cost-effective resources that will minimize BPA cash flow 
requi rer.Jents and adverse environmental impacts. 

The kiministrator decided that BPA should lir.li tits resource acquisitions for 
FY l9b3 to 12 percent of Centralia and Weyerhaeuser/Longview Fibre for 
three-quarters of a year; $5.2 million associated with the Idaho Falls 
project; and $14.6 ritillion for various resource acquisitions that are expected 
to be made in accord with SPA's near-term resource policy. 

The Administrator also decided that new conservation programs r.1ust be 
consistent with the nea r-terr.1 resource pol icy. The h:lmi ni s trator agreed with 
a recoiiillendation from the JCP that EsPA's projected conservation expenditures 
in FY 1~82 and FY 1983 should be reduced for the final proposal from the level 
initially proposed. lhe Administrator also agreed with the JCP that funding 
be reduced for the Solar J-eat F\Jr.Jp Water J-eater Program and the Section 6(a) 
Acquisitions Program. 

With respect to the shift of FELCC, the Administrator concluded that it \toould 
not be prudent to shift FELCC given the resource surplus SPA currently 
projects it ~li ll experience. However, he believes that a shift of FELCC can 
be used to reduce expensive resource purchases. 

Re payraent Study 

SPA's statutory obligation is to set rates at a level sufficient to produce 
revenues that will recover the cost to BPA of producing, purchasing, and 
transmitting electric energy and repay EsPA's investment in power facilities. 
In addition, BPA is required to pay the costs of its new responsibilities 
under the Regional Act. A Repayment Study is prepared to calculate the 
minimum level of revenue required to recover all costs over the repayment life 
of the facilities. 

The Repayment Study prepared by fsPA to test the adequacy of revenues fror.J 
existing rates, assur,Ji ng average water conditions, deraons trate d that those 
revenues are insufficient to fully recover all costs as required. Si nee power 
and transmission rates were last adJusted in lllly 1961, significant increases 
have occurred in: (1) the cost of nuclear power plants from which SPA expects 
to acquire po~1er generation capability; (2) costs to operate, maintain, and 
construct ne\J Federal generation and transmission facilities; and (3) interest 
costs. A revenue increase also is needed to enable fsPA to repay its deferred 
annual expense. SPA has r.1ade a cor.Jmitr.Jent to fully repay its cumulative 
deferral over the 3 year period, FY 1!183 through FY 1985. 

Repayment and Revenue Requirement I.ssues 

The Adr,Jinistrator adopted and incorporated into the final proposal r.1any of the 
suggestions subr.Jitted in the JCP, as well as those r.1ade by other parties and 
participants. The Administrator concurred ~lith suggestions froril parties 
cor1cerni ng the treatr.Jent of conservation program bonds and decided that in the 
final proposal conservation program bonds should be treated in the same manner 
as BPA treats construction bonds. The bonds are considered for repayraent 
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using the highest interest rate first criterion. The Administrator also 

deterr.1ined that BPA should lower the proJected inflation rates from the level 

used in the initial proposal to reflect current conditions. The Administrator 

agreed with cor.tnents from the parties concerning the inclusion of actual data 

from bond sales in detennining the level of Washington Public Po\<Jer Supply 

Systelil (SUpply System) costs for projects ~s. 1, 2, and 3. He decided that 

BPA should revise its detennination of costs for Supply Systelil proJects l, 2, 

and 3 to reflect February and May 1982 bond issues, a new schedule of bona · 

issues for the remainder of the cost evaluation period, and the construction 

extension of project 1. The M!ninistrator also concurred with the suggestion 

i ri the JCP that Trojan nuclear plant costs included in the initial Repayment 

Study were overstated. The costs are reduced in the final proposal. 

The Administrator decided that the operations and r.1aintenance cost data in the 

final proposal should be revised to reflect new budget estir.1ates, a revised 

escalation factor, and r.10re current historic infonnation. 1-e also decided 

that contributions to the Electric FOwer Research Institute (EPRI) should 

continue, but in 1 ight of current economic conditions the contributions should 

be held to the FY 1982 level. 

In the final proposal, the Administrator decided to include an additional 

revenue requirement of $30 r.li .llion for cash flow needs and to increase BPA's 

revenue requirements to cover the inclusion of a 5-year call provision for 

BPA's bonds. The JCP supported these revenue requirement increases. 

It was recommended by the JCP that BPA use a 1 inear prograr.Jing approach to 

estir.Jate its revenue requirer.Jent. The computer prograro1 that generates the 

Repayment Study Has reviewed extensively by BPA and the parties and was found 

to be sound. The kif,Ji ni s trator did not recomr.1end changing the BPA raode 1 for a 

1 inear programing model because a thoroughly tested and documented 1 inear 

program r.Jodel does not exist for this purpose. 1-bwever, BPA staff will 
continue to review and evaluate 1 inear programing as an alternative approach 

for future use in J.Jodeli ng repayment requirer.Jents. 

Ti me-Differentia ted Long· Run Incrementa 1 Cost Analysis 

A Ti me-Differentia ted Long Run Incremental Cost ( TDLRI C) Analysis was prepared 

to detennine the increr.1ental costs BPA incurs on a seasonal, daily, and hourly 

basis to meet load growth requirements.or costs that it avoids if customers do 

notder.Jandadditional increments. In the TDLRIC J!llalysis, expected additional 

demands on BPA's system and planned additions of generation and transmission 

facili.ties to r.Jeet these der.Jands were analyzed. Rates based strictly on 
results of the TDLRIC Analysis would produce revenues in excess of I>PA's 
revenue requirement. Therefore, the TDLRI C Analysis was used to develop 

illustrative lDLRIC rates, to provide the basis for the classification of 

certain generation costs between capacity and energy in the Cost of Service 
Analysis (COSA), and to identify the incremental cost of providing service at 

. varying tir.Je periods in order to develop rates that are differentiated on a 

seasonal, daily, and hourly basis. 

Tir.~e-Differentiated Long Run Increraental Cost Analysis Issues 

The long run increraental cost (LRIC) of generation consists of both a capacity 

and energy component. The LRl C of capacity is based on costs of a generic 
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COst of Service Analysis Issues 

Functionalization 

In functionalizing operations and raaintenance costs, bPA functionalized thpse 
activities not clearly falling into the generation or metering and billing 
function to transmission. The Administrator recognizes that this aspect of 
the functionalization process can be made less subjective and more precise. 
However, BPA was not able to review alternative ,,,ethodologies for this rate 
filing because tir.Je and staff resources were limited. lf:>~1ever, alternative 
methods will be reviewed for potential inclusion in the next rate filing. 

lllring the hearings it was suggested that BPA should not functionalize 
exchange resource costs to transmission. However, the Adr.li ni strator 
determined that exchange transr.1ission costs are legitimate costs of 
transmitting exchange power and r.1ust be functional i zed to tranSfili ssi on so they 
can be allocated as transr.1ission costs to customers deemed to be served by the 
exchange resources. 

Classification 

BPA apportions generation costs between capacity and energy according to the 
principle of cost causation. The costs are classified in relation to the 
causes underlying the construction and operation of the various plants. The 
ldministrator believes this approach is more appropriate than other approaches 
because it best reflects the capacity and energy relationship developed during 
the p 1 anni ng of a hYdro system, such as the Feder a 1 0> 1 umbi a River fOwer 
System ( FCRPS), and the differences between hydro and the mal resource 
operati ng characte ri sti c s. 

BPA classified costs of those portions of hydro generating facilities 
installed solely for peaking to capacity. Costs of portions installed to 
provide energy and capacity were classified on the basis of the operating 
characteristics of the eydro system, resulting in one-half of the trfdro 
system's critical water capability assigned to energy and one-half to 
capacity. Feaki ng capacity in excess of critical energy capability was 
c 1 assifi ed to capacity. 

BPA classified its then.1al plants by using results of the TDLRIC Analysis tu 
cor.1pare the cost of providing capacity and energy through construction of 
combustion t .Lirbines with the cost of providing capacity and energy through 
construction of a baseload themal plant. Based on this analysis, BPII's 
thennal classification indicates thatbaseload then.1al costs are prir.1arily 
energy related. Based on an analysis presented by one of the parties, the 
overall TDLRIC classification percentages were applied to all then.1al costs 
instead of the method used in the initial proposal which applied the TDLRIC 
fixed cost percentages to the fixed thermal costs. 

BPA classified exchange resources on the basis of information supplied by 
exchanging utilities on how they classify their own resources. lhe 
klministrator believes that the utilities themselves rather than BPJ.. are 
better able to develop classification percentages for their o~m resources. 
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lransr.1ission costs were classified entirely to capacity. It was recommended 

that BPA classify a portion of its transmission costs to energy to reflect 
costs incurred to reduce line losses. The ldministrator found this a valid 
suggestion. J-i>wever, he decided that since a clear methodology for 
classifying transmission costs to energy has not been developed, BPA should 
continue to classify all transmission costs to capacity. 

Seasona 1 Differe.ntiation 

BPA seasonally differentiated energy costs on the basis of energy produced 

from withdrawals of stored water in the· reservoirs. Capacity costs were 
seasonally differentiated according to the probabilities of negative r.1argin · 
calculated in the TDLRIC Jlllalysis. (The probabilities of negative margin 
111easure the probability that capacity will be exceeded.} lransmission costs 

were not seasonally differentiated. 

Allocation of Generation Capacity Costs 

The rate directives section of the Regional H:.t defines three rate pools for 

which individual rates are to be developed. BPA initially proposed that 
capacity costs be allocated to the rate pools on the basis of energy received 
from the resource pools. In response to comment received, staff re-€valuated 
this approach and also evaluated five other possible methods for allocating 
resource pool capacity costs to the rate pools. EXcess capacity exists on the 
system and BPA is currently unable to trace the origins of the capacity to 
each resource pool. It is reasonable to assume that excess capacity is 
supplied by each resource pool in proportion to its size. Therefore, each 
resource pool is 11Shrunk 11 by the percentage necessary to achieve load/resource 
balance. This balance is used to allocate the capacity to the rate pools. 
BPA's raethod of allocating generation capacity costs follows the priorities of 
the Regional Act, recognizes the differing capacity factors of the resource 
pools and load factors of the load pools, and assures that there are no 
unallocated capacity costs. 

Allocation of Energy Cnnservation Cnsts 

BPA initially proposed that costs associated with funding and operating its 
energy conservation programs be divided into two portions. One portion would 

be recovered through contractual provisions with utilities receiving 
conservation funds, whether or not they purchased power from BPA, and the 

second portion would be recovered through rates. The proposed contract charge 
feature of the initial proposal did not receive support fror.1 any of BPA's 

customers. For this reasori, and because of the likely difficulty of 
incorporating a charge-back pro vision in the conservation contracts applicable 

to cost recovery in FY 1983, the 1Cr.1inistrator decided the contract charge 
provision should be eliminated from this rate filing. The Adr.Jinistrator 
agreed with parties who suggested the most equitable rilethod for allocating 
conservation costs is a cost-follows-benefits r.1ethoa. liowever, !:sPA staff 
indicated it was not possible to iraplement this method for this rate filing. 
Consequently, the Administratoraecided to adopt the suggestion by one of the 

parties that a cost-follows-SPA-load r.Jethod be useo for this rate filing and 
that BPA continue to analyze alternative methods for use in future rate 
filings. 
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Other Allocation Issues 

BPA functionalized and -classified the costs associated with deferral of prior 
years• interest on the basis of the functionalization and classification of 
all other costs in the CuSA. The Administrator decided that aeferral costs 
should be allocated to all of BPA•s custor.~ers on the basis of loads because 
the specific customers causing the deferral could not be identified accurately. 

In the enef9y loadjresource balance prepared to aevelop allocation factors, 
BPA increased the exchange 1 oad and resources by i ncl udi ng exchange 1 asses. 
lhe klministrator believes that because losses occur in the transmission lines 
of the exchanging utilities they must be accounted for to correctly detemine 
the size of exchange loads and resources and correctly allocate costs. With · 
respect to allocation of transmission costs, the Aar.1inistrator aeten.1ined that 
Federal transmission costs should be allocated to. loads deemed to be served by 
Federal generating resources ana exchange transmission costs a 11 ocated to 
loads deeliled to be served by exchange generating resources. 

Wholesale Power Rate Design Study 

The Wholesale Power Rate Design Study represents the final step in the 
devel oplilent of BPA • s wholesale power rates. In this study, the allocated 
costs from the COSA are r.10dified to account for the fact that revenues from 
certain rate classes will not necessarily equal allocated costs, to 
incorporate the rate design adjustments specified in the 1\egional />ct, and to 
reflect results of the lDLRIC Jlllalysi sand BPA•s rate design objectives. 

Adjustments 

Excess Revenues 

During FY lS63, approximately $204.6 million in revenue fror.1 three sources is 
expected to be produced in excess of allocated costs. Excess revenues from 
the first source, the nonfinn energy (NF-2) rate, are credite<l to Fb~. new 
resources, and transr.~ission costs. ~venues from the generation portion of 
the standard NF-2 rate are split between FbS and new resources accoraing to 
the total ·costs in each pool. ~venues from the generation portion of the 
spill rate were a 11 ocated to the FBS. lhi s r.1ethod was chosen because it 
tracks the rationale for and developrilent of the NF -£ rate scheaul e. Excess 
revenues from the second source, revenue from sales to the DSI top quartile, 
are credited to FBS and new resources costs. Excess revenues fror.1 the thira 
source, displaced new resources load served with Federal nonfim energy are 
credited to FBS and transr.Jission costs. 

The FBS excess revenues continue to be classified between capacity and energy 
according to the reverse percentages developed in the lDLRIC #lalysi s. 
Allocation of r.1ost of the excess revenues to capacity bring the overall 
classification percentages closer to the 1DLRIC percentages. This results in 
rates which send a r.10re accurate price signal concerning the relative cost uf 
capacity an a energy. 
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Fixed O:>ntracts 

BPA provides service to certain customers under Canadian lreaty and 
Olpacity/fnergy Exchange contracts at contract rates that are not subject to 
change. The costs allocated to these services exceed the corresponding 
revenues. Therefore, BPA apportions these revenue deficiencies as adjusted 
for excess revenues from nonfirn energy sales, to the classes of service for 
which rates can be changed and for which the benefits of the added capacity 
and energy are received. The Adr.ti ni strator decided the revenue defi ci enci es 
associated with these contracts should be allocated to the FBS resource pool 
because the benefits from the Canadian Treaty and Capacity/f:.nergy E.xchange are 
directly conferred on users of the FBS resources. 

Va 1 ue of Reserves 

The value of reserves credit granted Dsi•s for the value of reserves provided 

by restriction rights in their contracts results in a revenue deficiency that 
r.tust be classified and allocated to the rate classes. Although parties 
suggesteo various embedded r.tethods for classityi ng the deficiency, the 
Adr.tinistrator decided it was a·ppropriate to classify it accoroing to overall 

TDLRIC percentages. lhe costs of the credit were allocated to all fim 
customers, including Dsl•s, because Federal system reserves are provided to 
all finn loads, including three quartiles of DSI loads. 

Low Density Discount 

A low density discount (LDD) is included in the priority fin.1 power (PF-2) 
rate. The revenue deficiency that results from granting the discount was 
first classified to capacity and energy according to the classification ot all 
priority finn costs and then allocated to the priority firn customer class 
because this is the c 1 ass that benefits from the LDD. 

1-anna hijustment 

The establishlilent of a special rate for Hanna Nickel Sr.1elting Cor.tpany results 
in a revenue underrecovery that was allocated to all custolilers. The 
underrecovery was allocated ·to an ·customers because the special rate is 
justified based on regional and national benefits that result from the 
continued operation· of Hanna. 

Displacement 

Assur.ling average water conditions in FY 1983, BPA would displace 
Weyerhaeuser/Longview Fibre and Centralia with nonfi n.1 energy . . Since 
displacement of these resources lowers the ar.1ount of nonfin.1 energy available 
for sale, the Mministrator decided it was appropriate to assign the 
opportunity cost of those lost nonfirm sales to the users of those resources. 

Equalization of Der.1and 

Section 7(e) of the Regional Act allo~'s BPh to equalize Oeliland charges. lhe 
priority finn and annual and seasonal finn capacity rates were equalized. lhe 
capacity component of ·the industrial rate, new resources rate, and surplus 
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fin11 power rate were set at the sar,le level as the equalized priority finn and 
finn . capacity rates by moving capacity dollars to the energy charge. Although 
sorile parties criticized the equalization process as defeating the purpose of 
the COSA, the Administrator decided that the equalization process facilitates 
administration of rates and insures that no custor.1er has the incentive to 
pu~hase finn capacity under o. capacity rate to avoid a higher capacity charge 
i n a power rate. 

Exchange Adjustment Clause 

The exchange adjustment clause included in the initial proposal would have 
allowed BPA to collect any increases in exchange costs caused by an 
underestimation of the average cost of the exchange or the araount of exchange 
loads. Virtually all parties who comr.1ented on the adJUStment clause opposed 
it. The Administrator agreed with a corament from the DSI's that accepting IOlJ 
forecasts of exchange costs uncritically r.1ay result in too high an estimate of 
exchange costs. For that reason he decided to adopt an excllange aQJustr.lent to 
deal with the problem. The ldr.1inistrator is now proposing that the exchange 
adjustment be 1 n the fonn of a rebate if the estir.Jate of the average cost of 
the exchange for FY 1983 is less than forecasted. No surcharge will be 
assessed if the average cost of the exchange exceeds the forecast nor is there 
an adjustment for differences in the exchange load. 

Wholesale Power Rate Schedules 

The wholesale power rate proposal includes th~ follo~ting rate schedules: 
Priority Finn R>wer Rate Schedule, PF-2; Industrial Fim R>wer Rate Schedule, 
IP-2 (MP-2); Special Industrial Power Rate Schedule, SI-2; Fin.1 Capacity Rate 
Schedule, CF-2; lf.lergency Capacity Rate Schedule, CE-2; Finn Energy Rate 
Schedule, FE-2; New Resou~es Firr.1 Power Rate Schedule, NR-2; Surplus Fin.1 
R>wer Rate Schedule, SP-1; SUrplus Finn Energy Rate Schedule, SE-1; ~nfinn 
Energy Rate Schedule, NF-2; Energy (jroker Rate, EB-1; and f<eserve Power Rate 
Schedule, RP-2. Of the 12 schedules, nine are successors of previous BPA 
wholesale power rates. The remaining three rate schedules, SP-1, SE-1, and 
EB-1, are new. The ,,Jajor issues associated with specific rate schedules are 
briefly discussed below. · · 

Priority Finn R>wer Rate Schedule, PF-2 

H.1blic bodies, cooperatives, and Federal agencies, as well as investor-owned 
utilities participating in the residential exchange authorized by the f..egional 
let may purchase power for resale or direct consur.1ption under the PF-2 rate 
schedule. It contains a demand. charge that is diurnally ana seasonally 
differentiated and an energy charge that is seasonally differentiated only. 

The Aaministrator considered, but decided not to irapler.1ent, a tiered rate 
structure for the ff-2 rate. The ldministrator and many of the parties were 
concerned that tiered rates could adversely affect revenue stability, 
introduce inequities into the sale of priority finn power, increase BPA's 
administrative responsibilities, and potentially duplicate the function of 
BPA • s bi 11 i ng credit pro grar.1. 
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A low density discount was included in the PF-2 rate pursuant to Section 
7(d) (1) of the Regional Act to alleviate adverse impacts of wholesale rate 
increases on retail rates of customers with low system densities. 1he 
discount is available to all PF-2 customers. In the initial proposal, circuit 
miles were used in the calculation of the peysical system aensity ratio. 1he 
.Administrator revised the calculation for the final proposal to reflect the 
suggestion from one of the parties that pole miles, not circuit miles, be usea 
to measure physical system density. He believes that pole r.1iles better 
describe the geographic distribution of a utility's consumers. The 
Administrator also decided that the discount for customers who serve areas 
both inside and outside the BPA region would be based only on that portion of 
their service areas that is in the BPAregion. 

When either a coraputed demand or contract demand customer takes power from BPA 
that is not contractually authorized, the Administrator may charge for the 
overrun or unauthorized increase. For the final proposal, BPA decided to base 
that charge on the incremental fuel costs of operating an oil-fired combustion 
turbirie. · 

The Administrator cone 1 uded there was i nsuffi ci ent evi de nee on the record to 
support adoption of a separate charge in the Pf-2 rate for transfomation. 

Industrial Fin.1 Power Rate Schedule, IP-2 (MP-2) 

The IP-2 (MP-2) rate schedule applies to sales of Federal power to bPA's DSI 
customers. The rate tor IP-2 customers is the same as the rate for r.t>-2 
customers except for the value of reserves credit. 1his credit is applied to 
the IP-2 rate in recognition of the value of reserves provided by SPA's rights 
to interrupt DSI load. This feature increases the reliability of service to 
other firm customers• loads when the Federal system is unable to r.1eet its fim 
commitments as a result of insufficient generation or transr.Jisssion capacity. 

In the initial proposal, the IP-2(fvP-2) rate schedule included a minimum bill 
to insure that BPA would collect at least a portion of the revenues forecasted 
to be received from the DSI's. The DSI's as well as some other customer 
groups criticized the r.1inimum bill. Alternatives to the rilinimum bill were 
considered during the hearings and they too were opposed by the DSI • s. Based 
on the record, the Administrator decided not to i ncol1Jorate a r.1i nimum bi 11 or 
r.1any of the altern(ltives suggested. He adopted the DSI •s suggestion that a 
lower, r.wre realistic forecast of the DSI load be used. By forecasting 
50 percent service to the top quartile instead of basing the forecast on 
a va i 1 abi 1 i ty, the ri sk of u nderrecovery by top quart i 1 e re stricti ons is 
balanced by the possibility of overrecovery if service is greater than 
forecasted. . 

BPA does not p] an resources to serve the top quartile on a fin.1 basis, so no 
costs other than transr.lission are allocated to the top quartile in the OOSA. 
The top quartile is served with a corabination of provisional drafts (shifted 
FELCC, advance energy, and flexibility) and nonfinn energy when available. 
BPA used an opportunity cost concept to assign costs to the DSI top quartile. 
lhat part of the top quartile served with shifted non-sut1Jlus FELCC was priced 
at the generation ~ortion of the tiF-2 standard rate, while the energy used tu 
make up the remaining portion of the top quartile was valued at the generation 
portion of the average nonfirr.1 energy rate for each month. 
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The DSI contract requires that BPA use SUfl>lus FELCC, to the extent it is 
a vail able, to serve the top quartile. A DSI can indicate it ~~ants to be 
served by surplus FELCC during specified periods of the year and then will be 
billed for its total load at the SUfl>lus FEL(,C rate during those periods, 
regaroless of whether or not the top quartile is curtailed. lhe rate for 
customers receiving top quartile service with SUfl>lUs FELGC was designed by 
rer.1oving the costs assigned to the top quartile and dividing by the lower 
three quartiles billing detenoinants. 

BPA developed a value of reserves analysis to measure the benefit resulting 
from the ability to. restrict the DSI load. In the study, the Federal system 
reserves were segmented into forced outage reserves, stability reserves, and 

· plant delay reserves. Reserves were valued by determining expected use in 
conjunction with power sales contract provisions. 

BPA based its deterr;1ination of the value of forced outage reserves provided by 
Dsi•s on the costs of a canbined cycle combustion turbine. Parties suggested 
that BPA use other alternative resources, including purchase power, sull>lus 
capacity and a single-cycle combustion turbine to value the forced outage 
reserve. lhe ldministrator concluded that purchased power and SUfl>lus 
capacity lacked reliability and that the single-cycle combustion turbine would 
not be the least cost resource for providing capacity and energy over the long 
term. In both the initial .and final proposals, the value of stability 
reserves was deten.lined as the annual cost of an alternative loaa tripping 
scheme. BPA assigned no value to plant delay energy reserves because no new 
plants are scheduled to come on-line in the test year. BPA used a share the 
savings methodology to calculate the size of the credit given to the DSI •s. 

Speci a 1 Industria 1 Fbwer ~te .)chedu1 e, SI -2 

O:msistent with provisions of the Regional let, a special rate has been 
established for Hanna Nickel Smelting Company to enable Iianna to avoid adverse 
ir.1pact s from increased rates. lhe granting of a speci a 1 rate was opposed by 
many parties because Hanna is not operating now and rilight not resume operation 
in FY 1983. J-bwever, the /ld.r.linistrator concluded that a special rate is 
appropriate for Hanna because Hanna subr.1i tted testimony i ndi cati ng that 
without a special rate it would be more difficult to reopen. Furthennore, the 
Administrator concluded it would be expensive and untimely for BPA and Iianna 
to begin negotiating a special rate after 1-llnna decided to resume operations. 
The Administrator agreed with ro1any of the cri ticisrils ot the methodology used 
in the i ni tia 1 proposa 1 to design the SI -2 rate. Therefore, the SI -2 rate has 
been set equal to the PF -2 rate in order to approximate the rate hanna would 
have paid absent the Regional let. 

Who 1 es.a 1 e Fi n.1 Capacity Rate Schedule, CF -2 

The CF-2 rate schedule applies to capacity sales for utilities purchasing tin., 
capacity either on a yearly or seasonal basis. Energy associated with 
delivery of capacity is returned to BPA. To encourage capacity purchasers to 
limit their use of Federal generating facilities and maximize use of their own 
facilities, the CF-2 rate includes an aaaitional r.10nthly charge for capacity 
taken in excess of 9 consecutive hours per day. The charge is cost-based and 
reflects additional costs incurred by BPA because the Federal hydro syster.1 
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cannot generate as much capacity during sustained daily periods as it can for 
shorter periods. 

New Resources Finn Power Rate Schedule, NR-2 

The new resources rate, NR-2, applies to purchases of firr.1 power for resale or 
direct consumption by regional lOU's under net requirement contracts and to 
purchases by public body, cooperative, or Federal agency custolilers to serve 
new 1 a rge single 1 oad s. In the i ni ti a 1 proposa 1, the NR-2 rate consisted of a 
base rate, based on the lowest cost resources assigned to the new resources 
load. As purchases exceeded the annual average output of the lowest cost 
resources and !SPA purchased additional resources to serve the load, the rate 
increased. In response to comments from parties advocating that the rate be 
fixed, the Administrator decided to establish a fixed rate based on costs of 
exchange resources r.1ost likely to be associated with an NR-£ load. The need 
for a flexible rate based on a raeld of exchange and new resources is obviated 
by the closeness in unit costs between exchange resources and 
non-discretionary new resources. 

tbnfinn Energy Rlte Schedule, NF-2 

The NF-2 rate applies to purchases of nonfinn energy both inside and outside 
the filcifi c Northwest. The NF -2 rate is intended to promote greater custooer 
acceptability than the current nonfirm energy rate, while allowing benefits 
from the availability of nonfinn energy to be equitably shared. The NF-2 rate 
schedule has three colilponents: (1) a standard rate in effect at all tir.1es 
except when a spill or ifilllinent spill condition exists, (2) a spill rate, and 
(3) ani ncremental rate applied to sales of energy with ani ncremental cost 
greater than the standard rate. 

Under the standard rate, 50 percent of each ro~aximum hourly amount will be 
offered with a one day guaranteed delivery provision. The rate was detenilined 
by dividing SPA's total costs, excluding residential exchange prograr.1 costs, 
by tota 1 fi rr,, and nonfi nn energy sales, excluding exchange energy. The 
California utilities disagreed with the way the standard rate was calculated, 
arguing that it should not reflect costs that do not contribute to the . 
availability of nonfirr11 energy. The Administrator does not agree that only 
the costs of resources contributing directly to nonfinn energy should be 
included in the standard rate. The Administrator believes other costs are 
incurred as support services for power generation. In addition, because the 
majority of nonfinn energy is made available from FBS resources, all FbS costs 
should be included in tne NF-2 standard rate. 

Despite nur.1erous comments, especially fror.1 California parties, that the 
standard rate should include a greater or 1 onger guarantee, the ldmi ni s trator 
decided the 5u percent one day guarantee provision was appropriate. lhe 
ldministrator believes that increasing the percent offered on a guaranteed 
basis above 50 percent or extending the guarantee for 3 days, as was 
suggested, would reduce the a1.10Unt of NF -2 energy BPA Houl d be willing to 
sell. The Administrator evaluated an alternative NF-2 standard rate suggested 
by the Qlliforni a parties under which guaranteed energy would be delivered, 
but subject to return under certain circumstances, and found it unworl<abl e. 
The ltllilinistrator has stated BPA will strive to make its best estir.1ate of 
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available nonfinn energy for the second and third days available to potential 
purchasers, although the nonfirr.1 energy cannot be offered on a guaranteed 
delivery basis. Although both ~rthwest public agencies and investor-<>wned 
utilities testified that they would prefer to have none of the NF-2 standard 
rate energy offered on a guaranteed basis, the ldministrator believes the 
proposed guarantee represents a workable cOlilpromise and will not significantly 
reduce the araount of available nonfi nn energy. 

BPA based the spill rate on the value of spill energy to Northwest them1al 
operators. lhe spill rate was diurnally differentiated in the initial 
proposal, but not in the final proposal. 

lhe /dministrator has decided that the incremental rate should be equal to the 
incremental cost of producing or purchasing the energy plus 2 mills per 
kilowatthour. lhe incremental rate included in SPA's initial proposal 
contained alb percent adder. The talifornia utilities criticized the adder 
for no~ being cost-based and suggested a 1 mill adder be used. lhe 
Administrator decided that a 2 r,Jill adder would be appropriate and would 
represent a reasonable compromise between the initial proposal, which would 
result in a 4.5 mill adder for a 30 mill resource, and the 1 r.lill prop(lsal by 
the Qlliforni a utilities. 

Su rp 1 us Firm Power Rate Schedule, SP -1 

BPA also offers a surplus fin.1 power rate. tw\any parties criticized the 
initial schedule for its lack of specificity and clarity and suggested that 
the resources being sold and their costs should be r.tore clearly identified. 
In the final proposal, the size of the surplus has been identified and costs 
allocated to it in the COSA. The rate now consists of a fixed rate based on 
the costs of the resource and a fonaul a rate application if the surplus is 
from discretionary resources that had not been allocated to the rate. 

&lrplus Finn Energy Rate Schedule, SE-1 

Because it is possible to have surplus finn energy without surplus capacity in 
the FCRPS, and possible to r.tarket surplus firm energy to capacity customers, 
the Administrator is offering a SUllllus firm energy rate, SE-1, in the final 
proposal. lhe SE-1 rate is set at the same level as the SP-1 energy charge. 
It is expected that r.10st SUtlll us finn energy purchases will be made at this 
rate, but as with the SP-1 rate, other specific conditions of sale under will 
be deten.lined in individual contracts transacted with eligible customers. 

Energy Broker ~te, EB-1 

The Energy broker rate schedule applies to energy sold through the Western 
Systems Coordinating Council'senergybroker program. BPAwill use the broker 
for energy sales only after all available markets have been served under the 
nonfi na rate schedule. 

National Environr.1ental Policy J..ct 

BPA prepared a Draft and Final Environmental Ir.tpact Stater,Jent (1:.1~) on its 
\'lholesale power rate proposal to comply with requirements of the National 
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Ehvironrnental fblicy let. lhe EIS examined revenue level and rate design 
alternatives including those that represent the upper and lower limits of 
potentia 1 envi ronr.1enta 1 impact. 

The revenue 1 evel alternatives BPA considered included: (1) a no action 
alternative under which BPA would maintain its existing rate structure; (2) an 
alternative under which certain assumptions in BPA's 1\epayment Study would be 
modified to reduce BPA's revenue requirements; (3) a long run incremental cost 
(LRIC) alternative that would base rates on the proJectea long run incremental 
cost of acquiring new power resources in the Pacific ~rthwest; (4) an 
alternative that would phase in LRIC rates over a 5-year period; and (5) tt.e 
proposed alternative. The Mrilinistrator concluded that the proposed revenue 
level alternative represents a reasonable balance between impacts to the 
peysica 1 environment and impacts to the socioeconomic environment and 
therefore is the preferred alternative. It recognizes both the need to 
minimize potential adverse impacts to the phYsical environment associated with 
increases in the use of electricty, as well as the need to take account of the 
socioecononric consequences of increases in electricity rates. 

The EIS evaluated alternatives to bPA's proposed schedules for the sale of 
priority firm power, industrial and modified finn power, new resources fim 
power, nonfin.1 energy, and finn capacity. Alternatives to the other rate 
schedules were not considered because it is not anticipated that revenues from 
sales under tt1ese rates or associated environr.1ental effects will be 
significant. 

The alternatives considered to the proposed structure of the priority fin.a 
rate included tiered rates and rates based on the inverse elasticity 
principle. Alternatives to the industrial finn power rate schedule that were 
examined inc 1 ud e e 1 imi nati ng a va 1 u e of reserves credit, pro vi di ng a different 
amount of credit, applying the credit in a different manner, or tiering the 
rates. As alternatives to the proposed new resources rate, the EIS examined a 
rate schedule similar to the existing rate and a rate schedule containing two 
levelized rates. Alternative nonfin.J rate schedules considered included a 
scheaule similar to the existing schedule, a share-the-savings rate similar to 
BPA's 1979 nonfirm energy rate, and a flat rate. Also exar.·ained were 
alternatives to the finn capacity rate. lhese included a fin.1 capacity rate 
with no additional monthly charge for capacity in excess of 9 hours per Clay 
and a t ime-di fferenti a ted rate. The Administrator concluded that the rate 
design alternatives adopted in BPA's proposal best meet BPA's rate design 
objectives. The proposed rate design alternatives would not cause 
environmental impacts significantly different from those experienCed under 
BPA's current rate design. 
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